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Manifesting 123 ...and you don’t need #3
by author Ken Elliott
Have you ever had the sense that your thoughts might actually be doing
something?
Imagine you are a genie and everything you wish begins to form up
right in front of you. First is the thought and thought creates form. Ken
Elliott’s personal experiences and the stories in this book describe exactly
how your thoughts create matter and concepts. What you are thinking
directly influences your life but it has never been fully explained until now.
At last, the true secret is revealed about how thoughts create reality.
This is the game changer, the real knowledge behind the workings of
manifesting and the law of attraction. The author has first-hand
knowledge of something spectacularly new and fundamentally important.
This is ground-breaking information, a new discovery that is described in
this book for the very first time.
This is that rare book with new evidence that will change your view of
the world. It clearly and simply explains creation itself. For 20 years, Ken
has experienced sending objects via thought and having them take form in
real-time.
Manifesting 1,2,3 is a results-oriented book using simple techniques. The
amazing and inspirational stories in the book demonstrate the power of this
information. People are saying, “This is so simple,” “Brilliant,” and "It just
works!"

Paperback, 160 pages $14.95
e-book $9.99
Audio MP-3 download $9.99
ISBN 978-0989467001

Do you long for more? What would you wish for your life if you had the
chance? You will soon learn how to create the desires of a lifetime while
overcoming the worries and blocks that impede your happiness. You will
fully understand how to use thought as a powerful tool. No more wishing
and hoping for results.
This important book contains a Key to the Kingdom and now it is
simply and amazingly yours. Get your copy and start pointing yourself
toward happiness!
Praise for Manifesting 1,2,3. Amazon 5-stars!

•

“Read this book, practice the techniques and live the life you could
only imagine.” William Buhlman, author of Adventures Beyond the
Body

Solace Press
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!"I was fortunate. I directly
learned that thought creates
and does so immediately. I’ll
explain how you can bring
what you require into your life
simply and efficiently.”
www.Manifesting123.com

